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Advances in organic electronics and optoelectronics in recent
years have imposed substantial demands in amorphous molecular
charge transport materials with morphological stability.1 While
amorphous hole-transport materials with nondispersive carrier
transport and mobility around 10-3 cm2/(V‚s) abound, electron-
transport materials in general are rare, often suffer from dispersive
transport due to carrier trapping, and usually possess electron
mobility orders of magnitude lower than the best mobility of hole-
transport materials.1 Further, although bipolar transport materials
would be ideal for many applications, most of the existing charge
transport materials show only unipolar transport in amorphous
states.1 In this communication, we report the intriguing carrier-
transport properties of amorphous ter(9,9-diarylfluorene)s, in which
unusual nondispersive ambipolar carrier transport and high electron
mobility in excess of 10-3 cm2/(V‚s) were observed for the first
time for amorphous molecular semiconductors containing only a
single type of chromophore.

Ter(9,9-diarylfluorene)s1 and2 under investigation are shown
in Figure 1. Our previous studies have revealed some of their
intriguing and promising characteristics, such as the steric and
helical conformation of the peripheral aryl subsituents and the
fluorene moieties along the backbone, high glass transition tem-
peratures of>200 °C, high thin-film photoluminescence (PL)
quantum yields of 90% in pure blue, and electrochemical stability
as indicated by both reversible oxidation and reduction.2 They form
homogeneous films with vacuum deposition, and the amorphous
nature of films was confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction. These
compounds had been applied in blue light-emitting devices as the
emitting layer, exhibiting promising device characteristics and
suggesting their carrier-transport capability.2

Charge transport in films was typically characterized in a vacuum
by applying the time-of-flight (TOF) transient photocurrent tech-
nique on glass/Ag (30 nm)/organic (1.5µm)/Al (150 nm) samples.1c

Pulsed illumination (third harmonic of Nd:YAG laser, 355 nm, 10
ns) through the semitransparent electrode (Ag) induces photogen-
eration of a thin sheet of excess carriers. The sample thickness had
been chosen to be much larger than the optical absorption depth of
the excitation. Depending on the polarity of the applied bias,
selected photogenerated carriers (holes or electrons) are swept across
the sample with a transit timeTt. With the applied biasV and the
sample thicknessD, the applied electric fieldE is thenV/D, and
the carrier mobility is given byµ ) D/(Tt‚E) ) D2/(V‚Tt).

These amorphous terfluorenes exhibit ambipolar carrier transport
and high mobilities for both carriers. Figure 2a-d shows repre-
sentative TOF transients of electrons and holes for1 and2 measured
in a vacuum at room temperature. In all cases, the short initial spike,
limited by the time resolution of the measurement setup, is followed

first by a clear constant-current plateau and then by a drop. The
observation of a plateau indicates that the charge carriers have
attained a constant drift velocity and hence nondispersive transport.1c

In the double logarithmic representation (inset of Figure 2), the
carrier transit time,Tt, can be unambiguously evaluated from the
intersection point of the asymptotes to the plateau and the tail
sections. The carrier mobilities thus determined for1 and2 versus
E1/2 are shown in Figure 3. These terfluorenes retain characteristics
of nondispersive ambipolar carrier transport and high mobilities in
air. For instance, Figure 3 also shows the mobilities of1 measured
in air after extended (24 h) exposure to ambient, which exhibit
only a slight lowering from those obtained in a vacuum, indicating
relative environmental stability of the carrier-transport properties.
The field-dependence of mobilities in Figure 3 follows the nearly
universal Poole-Frenkel relationship:µ ∝ exp(âE1/2), whereâ is
the Poole-Frenkel factor.3-5 Such a relationship had been previ-
ously observed in various disordered organic systems and could
be attributed to the effects of energetic and positional disorder on
the hopping conduction in amorphous molecular solids.1c,3-5

The electron mobilities observed here are unusually high. In
particular, the electron mobility of over 10-3 cm2/(V‚s) for 1 is
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of ter(9,9-diarylfluorene)s:1 and2.

Figure 2. Representative TOF transients for1 and 2 samples (both 1.5
µm thick): (a)1, electron,E ) 3.3× 105 V/cm, (b)1, hole,E ) 3.3× 105

V/cm, (c)2, electron,E ) 6.7× 105 V/cm, (d)2, hole,E ) 8 × 104 V/cm.
Insets of (a-d) are double logarithmic plots of (a-d).
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about 1 order higher than the highest previously reported value in
amorphous molecular solids.1,5 Electron transport in disordered
molecular solids occurs via hopping, which can be viewed as a
one-electron reduction process of a neutral molecule concomitant
with the oxidation of its anion. Thus, it is usually believed that for
electron-transport materials, large solid-state electron affinity (EA)
is essential to form stable anions in organic solids and to reduce
trapping due to oxygen.1 Many reported electron-transport materials
thereby have attachment of strong electron-withdrawing groups to
or introduction of electron-accepting heterocyclic rings to extended
π-electron conjugated systems for achieving large EA.5 The present
work, however, clearly shows that purely phenyl-based conjugated
systems can achieve superior electron transport and environmental
stability.

Fluorene-based polymers or compounds have attracted wide
interest in recent years as efficient blue emitters.2,6,7It is noteworthy
that, although there were few reports on the hole transport of
fluorene-based materials,7 this is the first report of nondispersive
electron and ambipolar transport in fluorene-based materials.
Although thorough understanding requires further studies, several
factors may contribute in distinguishing the present ter(9,9-
diarylfluorene)s from previous works. First, the well-defined
conjugation length in the oligomeric systems may prevent formation
of deep electron traps due to structural defects that could possibly
occur in polymeric systems. Second, the types of substituents on
C9 seem to subtly affect the carrier transport, as manifested by the
significant difference in transport properties of1 and2. We notice
that all of the other reports were based on alkyl substituents on
C9, in contrast with rigid and bulky aryl substituents here. The
aryl substituents provide intrinsically stronger Csp3-Csp2 bonding
to C9 and could affect the molecular packing and morphology in
films. Both may contribute in preventing the formation of deep
electron traps.

Hole mobilities of the present terfluorenes are also high. In
particular, the hole mobility up to 4× 10-3 cm2/(V‚s) for 2 is
comparable to the best of the currently dominant arylamine-based
materials.1,4 Together with superior electron transport, these ter-
(9,9-diarylfluorene)s exhibit unprecedented nondispersive ambipolar
transport with comparably high electron and hole mobilities for
amorphous molecular solids that contain only a single type of
chromophores. Nondispersive ambipolar transport in condensed
molecular systems composed of a single type of chromophores was

observed previously only in somewhat ordered systems, such as in
crystalline or liquid crystalline states.8 In amorphous systems,
although bipolar transport was observed in few cases using the
mixture of hole-transport and electron-transport chromophores or
using “bipolar” molecules containing chemically connected hole-
transport and electron-transport chromophores,1a,3c,5b,cboth electrons
and holes usually suffered from degraded transport mobilities,
presumably due to the dilution effect or complication of interchro-
mophore interactions.

In summary, the intriguing carrier-transport properties of ter-
(9,9-diarylfluorene)s are reported. The findings here in many aspects
are contrary to previous observations. Further understanding of these
unusual carrier-transport phenomena is currently under pursuit, to
shed more light on the nature and design of organic charge transport
materials.
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Figure 3. Electron and hole mobilities versusE1/2 for 1 and2.
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